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Overview of Program
• Some Basic Tenets, Facts, and Misconceptions
• The Phish and Why it Rules
• Case and Law Updates
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Tenets
• A person’s home is not their only castle
• What is Normal for the Spider is Chaos for the Fly
• Technology amplifies human flaws

Facts
• Over 90% of Cyber Attacks are Financially Motivated
• Over 80% of Successful Attacks Come Via Phishing Emails
• Government Agencies Consistently a Top Five Target
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Misconceptions
• Anti Virus and Firewalls make up for human flaws
• I’m not worth enough to be hacked
• Cyber Insurance Will Cover It

Misconceptions‐Hollywood Style
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The Ways Into a Network
Method

How it works

Pros

Limiting Factors

Impersonation or Personal Contact

Ask for Credentials

Takes Zero Technical Hacking Skills

Must be a good method actor

Wifi Attacks:
Man in the Middle
Evil Twin
Packet Sniffing

Tools give you the ability to intercept and view
unsecured wifi traffic

Free software
Intrusion and Detection Limited

Only works on unencrypted websites and
networks

Cross Site Scripting

Finding vulnerabilities in website, injecting new
code in it and stealing victim tokens and cookies
starting with URL commands

Can often get hacker into SQL databases,
multiple victim information, only need
your browser for attack

Requires advanced scripting and website
programming knowledge to be successful,
websites becoming more secure

Website Spoofing

Create fake website that looks real, victim
enters credentials

Easy to build, create domain

DNS police, takes some knowledge of
HTML tools

Malware Attacks through links

Malicious links are clicked on that trick network
applications into letting hacker into network
through vulnerabilities

Once you are in, can find about anything,
change anything or take down a network

Highly technical, well defended in many
cases, have to be able to adjust on the fly

USB Drops

Victim puts USB drive into network computer
where it can insert links installing malware or
leading to spoofed websites, also
Remote Access Tools

High success rate due to loose policies,
multiple attack vectors, sometimes
difficult to detect

Need physical access and technical skills
above depending on attack vector

Insider Threat

Person with valid credentials in present or past
steals or misuses information that he has access
to

Often goes undetected until well after
insider leaves, agencies forget to revoke
credentials or take keys back from
employee when they quit

Takes ability to be clandestine and
unsuspicious

The Art of The Phish
• Part of this field called “Social Engineering”
• Phishing, Spear phishing, Whaling
• Two theories of phishing‐carpet bombing and precision
• Let me show you how easy it is to do
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The Art of The Phish

The Art of The Phish
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The Art of The Phish

The Art of The Phish‐Why it Rules
• Public Information Readily Available
• Emails sent by the thousands every day in an organization
• Multiple Vectors of Attack (credential stealing, malware, attachments)
• Easy to do with basic tools
• Poor Training
• Cognitive Biases
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Trends
• Social Media Attacks
• Deepfakes, Trolls and Bots
• Ransomware
• .pdf as an extension or spoof
• Cryptocurrency
• Cloud leaks and email breach

Cloud Leaks
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Cloud Leaks

Legal and Policy Trends
• Class Actions, Class Actions, Class Actions
• State by State Cyber Legislation
• Acts of War in Liability Policies
• Bipartisan Legislation on the Federal Level
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Bipartisan Infrastructure Bill
• $1.2 Trillion Nationwide over Next Five Years
• Cybersecurity is part of the Infrastructure
• State Gets 60% Formula Funds; Other 40% Grants
• Most Cyber Grants Through DHS or built into other places
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Hot off the Press
On June 21, President Biden signed into law the State and Local Government
Cybersecurity Act (S. 2520), a bill that codifies and strengthens the relationship
between federal, state and local cybersecurity authorities. The new law directs the
U.S. Department of Homeland Security (DHS) to share information and resources
with state, local, Tribal and territorial (SLTT) governments to help them prevent and
recover from cyberattacks, as counties are becoming targeted more frequently by
hackers and other cyber criminals.

What to do?
• Training and Table Top Exercises
• Understand enough to ask questions to the right people
• Two factor authentication
• Develop a post attack plan
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Questions????
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